Why do parents choose Montessori Fun?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Low teacher /child ratio 6:1 with a maximum of 12 children per day
Fun Spanish Lessons every day
Meals with organic and whole foods are included
Experienced teachers, established program, same teachers every day
Excellent reputation, families enroll younger siblings when they are ready (we have had
happy families through three or four siblings sharing 8 years with us)
6. Montessori hands on curriculum with beautiful educational learning materials. Self paced
learning and individual attention
7. Excellent kindergarten preparation, or stay here for Kindergarten
8. Covered deck and safe and secluded, fun yard
9. Rich curriculum including Spanish and music, art projects, and a school garden
Grace and courtesy and respect are components of Montessori curriculum
10. Happy children! They love school at Montessori Fun

What do parents say about Montessori Fun?
"As a mom of two young children who have gone thru or are currently enrolled in Montessori Fun I cannot
say enough about the experience of this program. My oldest daughter is entering Kindergarten so prepared
and confident. My youngest that is currently enrolled asks to go every day and has become so independent!
Diane has a program that is rich in learning, independence, creativity and diversity. Her healthy snack and
mostly organic lunch menu opened my daughter up to eating so much more than we could imagine at home.
Both my daughters have benefited beyond my imagination from this program and we feel so lucky to have
found Diane. We also feel the families in this program have been a wonderful support to us and we have
built so many lifelong friendships."
“My daughter, (who is now 15!) went to school here and I love the educational & social experience she got
while at Montessori Fun. She got such a great start with Diane; I think it has made a huge difference in her
academic success through the years. I run a music school and recommend Montessori Fun to parents of my
preschool age students all the time; I hear great feedback from them.” Fran Oglesby; Sonoma County
Children's Music
“Thanks for allowing my daughter to be herself. For two years she has had someone who appreciated her,
understood her energy level, and continued to be gentle and patient in spite of it all!! Thanks for all the
hours you’ve spent thinking about each one and planning and being with them.” Tanya Gjerman, owner of
Montessori Multicultural Center

“Thank you for nurturing Molly’s spirit, heart and her mind. She’s off to Kindergarten with such a
wonderful love of school already. “Susie and Mark Kozlowski

“My husband and I have been consistently impressed with the setting and structure Montessori Fun has
provided our children. Diane has done a wonderful job ensuring that the children arrive with the intention
of learning responsibility. We have watched our children acquire their sense of self from a combination of
home and school. Our children have benefitted greatly from this small setting and Diane's intuitiveness to
foster their personalities while disciplining the importance of follow-through on tasks, refining motor skills,
respect for others as well as materials, sense of order, patience and personal care.
The academics are fantastic and we have relished hearing what they are learning about... From math to
writing they are confident even when they have not mastered the actual lesson at hand. We see little
discouragement in our children and we credit Diane and her program for helping us establish that attitude
in our kids” (anonymous internet interview)
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. We see little discouragement in our children and we credit Diane and her program for helping us establish
that attitude in our kids” (anonymous internet review)
“Words cannot convey how much we appreciate the incredible experience that Lucy had at Montessori Fun.
You are such a brilliant and inspiring teacher- a loving, firm mentor who helps each child to become the
best they can be. I am amazed at how you manage to offer each child such a focused, individualized
experience, while still keeping everyone engaged and safe!! We felt so secure with you, knowing that she
was happy and learning to love learning. With admiration and deep appreciation” Rob, Karen and Lucy

www.montessorifun.com

